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Abstract: 
    In this paper, the notion of cubic BOI-ideal of BOI-algebra is introduced. Some characterization 
of cubic BOI-ideal of BOI-algebra is given. Several theorems are presented in this regard. The 
homomorphic image and inverse image of cubic BOI-ideal are studied. 
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1. Introduction: 
    Y. Imai and K. Iséki introduced two classes of abstract algebras: BCK-algebras and BCI-algebras 
[7]. It is known that the class of BCK-algebras is a proper subclass of the class of BCI-algebras. In 
[6], Q. P. Hu and X. Li introduced a wide class of abstract: BCH-algebras. They have shown that 
the class of BCI-algebras is a proper subclass of the class of BCH-algebras. In [16], J. Neggers, S. 
S. Ahn and H. S. Kim introduced Q-algebras which is a generalization of BCK / BCI-algebras and 
obtained several results. In 2002, Neggers and Kim [15] introduced a new notion, called a B-
algebra, and obtained several results. In 2007, Walendziak [18] introduced a new notion, called a 
BF-algebra, which is a generalization of B-algebra. In [14], C. B. Kim and H.S. Kim introduced 
BG-algebra as a generalization of B-algebra. In 2012, R. K. Bandaru [1] introduces a new notion, 
called BRK-algebra which is a generalization of BCK / BCI / BCH / Q / QS / BM-algebras. Jana et 
al. ([8-10]) have done a lot of works on BCK/BCI –algebra. Fuzzy sets, which were introduced by 
Zadeh [19], deal with possibilistic uncertainty, connected with the imprecision of states, 
perceptions, and preferences. In [4] we introduce the notion of fuzzy BRK-ideal of BRK-algebra. 
Several basic properties that are related to fuzzy BRK-ideals are investigated, also see ([2], [3]). In 
[5] we presented a new notion, called a BOI-algebra which is a generalization of BCI/BCH –
algebras. This algebra is related to several classes of algebra, for example, Q/BG/BH/BF-algebras. 
We define BOI-ideal of BOI-algebra, and then we consider the fuzzification of BOI-ideal of BOI-
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algebra. Several basic properties that are related to fuzzy BOI-ideals are investigated. Based on the 
interval-valued fuzzy sets, Jun et al. [12] introduced the notion of cubic subalgebra/ideals in 
BCK/BCI-algebras, and they investigated several properties. They discussed the relationship 
between a cubic subalgebra and a cubic ideal. Also, they provided characterizations of a cubic 
subalgebra/ideal and considered a method to make a new cubic subalgebra from the old one also see 
[13]. In 2015, expanding the concept of cubic set, C. Jana et al. [11] introduced G-subalgebras of G-
algebras. Senapati et al. [17] applied cubic intuitionistic theory to q- ideals of BCI-algebras. The 
aim of this paper is to apply the concept of cubic set to BOI-ideal of BOI-algebra. The notions of 
cubic BOI-subalgebra and cubic BOI-Ideal are defined, and a lot of properties are investigated. We 
discussed the relationship between the cubic level set, cubic BOI-ideal, and BOI-ideal. The 
homomorphic image and the inverse image of cubic BOI-ideal are studied. Several theorems and 
basic properties that are related to cubic BOI-ideal are investigated. In section 5, we conclude and 
present some topics for future research. 
2. Preliminaries 
Definition 2.1 [5]. A BOI-algebra )0,;( X (i.e., a nonempty set X with a binary operation “ ” and a 
constant 0) satisfying the following axioms: 
(M1) 0 xx ,  
(M2) yyxx  )( , 
(M3) yzxzyx  )()( , for all Xzyx ,, . 
 In X, we can define a binary relation “≤” by x ≤ y  if and only if 0 yx . 
Proposition 2.2 [5]. If )0,;( X is a BOI-algebra, then following conditions hold: 
(1) xx  0 ,  
(2) xyyx  )(0 ,  
(3) xyyzxz  )()(  
(4) yxzyzx  )()( , 
(5) xyyx  )0()( , 
(6) yxyxxx  ))(( , 
(7) yxyx  0)( , 
(8) )0()()( zyxzyx  . 
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Example 2.3. Let }2,1,0{X . Define “ ” on X  as the following table: 
  0 1 2 
0 0 2 1 
1 1 0 2 
2 2 1 0 
Then )0,;( X  is a BOI-algebra. 
Definition 2.4 [5]. A non-empty subset I of a BOI-algebra X is said to be BOI-subalgebra of X, if 
Iyx , , implies Iyx  . 
Definition 2.5 [5]. A non-empty subset M of a BOI-algebra  𝑋;∗ ,0  is called a BOI-ideal if for any 
 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 ∈ 𝑋: 
B1) 0 ∈ 𝑀, 
B2) 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦 ∈ 𝑀 𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑥 ∗ 𝑧 ∗ 𝑦 ∈ 𝑀 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑦 𝑧 ∈ 𝑀. 
Obviously, {0} and X are ideals of a BOI-algebra X. we call {0} and X the zero ideal and the trivial 
ideal of X, respectively. An ideal M is said to be proper if 𝑀 ≠ 𝑋. 
Definition 2.6 [5]. Let (𝑋; ∗ ,0) be a BOI-algebra. A fuzzy set 𝜇  in 𝑋 is called a fuzzy BOI-ideal of 
𝑋 if it satisfies:  
F1)  𝜇(0) ≥ 𝜇(𝑥), 
F2)  𝜇 𝑧 ≥ min 𝜇 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦 , 𝜇  𝑥 ∗ 𝑧 ∗ 𝑦  , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 ∈ 𝑋. 
Example 2.7. Let 𝑋 = {0,1, 2,3} Define “ ” on X  as the following table: 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 1 2 3 
1 1 0 3 2 
2 2 3 0 1 
3 3 2 1 0 
Then ) 0 , ;( X is a BOI-algebra,  0,1  is a subalgebra and BOI-ideal of 𝑋. 
Definition 2.8 [Homomorphism of BOI-algebra]. Let )0,;( X  and )0,;(  Y  be BOI-algebras. A 
mapping YXf :  is said to be a homomorphism if )()()( yfxfyxf  , for all Xyx , .  
Proposition 2.9[5]. Let )0,;( X  and )0,;(  Y  be BOI-algebras, and the mapping YXf :  be a 
homomorphism of BOI-algebras, then the 𝐾𝑒𝑟𝑓 is a BOI-ideal. 
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An interval-valued fuzzy set (briefly i-v fuzzy set) 
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3. Cubic BOI-ideal 
Definition 3.1[12]. Let X be a nonempty set. A cubic set   in a set X is a structure  
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(d) )}(),(max{)( yyxx   , for all Xyx , . 










  , 
(b) )}(),(max{)( yxyx   , for all Xyx , . 
Definition 3.4. Let 0) , ;( X be a BOI-algebra. A cubic set ,A  in X is called cubic BOI-
ideal of X if it satisfies the following conditions: 
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Example 3.5. Consider a BOI-algebra X = {0, 1, 2, 3} in which the “∗” operation is given by 
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Then ,A  is a cubic BOI-ideal of X. 
Example 3.6. Consider a BOI-algebra X = {0, 1, 2, 3} in which the “∗” operation is given by 
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Then ,A  is a cubic BOI-ideal of X. 







  , and )()( xyx   . 
Proof. Assume that xxy   holds in X. Then 0)(  xxy and by (O3),  
𝜇 𝐴 ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜇 𝐴 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦 , 𝜇 𝐴  𝑥 ∗ 𝑧 ∗ 𝑦  . 
Thus  
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Similarly, by (O4), )})((),(max{)( yzxyxz   . Thus 
           )(  )}0(),(max{   )})((),(max{)( xyxyxxyxyx   (B) 
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From (A) and (B), we get )(~)(~ xyx
AA
  , and )()( xyx   . 
This completes the proof. 
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Note 3.9. Let ,A  and ,R be two cubic sets in a BOI-algebra X. Then  
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This completes the proof. 
Definition 3.11. For any ]1 ,0[Di  , and 1] ,0[s , let ,A  be a cubic set of BOI-algebra X. 
Then the set })(  ,)(:{)  ,  ; ( sxixXxsi
A
  is called the cubic level set of ,A . 
Theorem 3.12. Let ,A  be a cubic subset in X. If ,A  is a cubic BOI-ideal of X then 
for all ]1 ,0[ Di  , and 1] ,0[s , the set )  ,  ; ( si is either empty or a BOI-ideal of X. 
Proof. Let ,A  be a cubic BOI-ideal of X. And let ]1 ,0[ Di   , 1] ,0[s be such that 
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Also  syzxyxz  )} )((),(max{)(  . 
Thus )  , ; ( siz   . Hence )  ,  ; ( si is a BOI-ideal of X.  
This completes the proof. 
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4. Image and Inverse image of Cubic BOI-ideals 
Definition 4.1. Let 𝑓 be a mapping from a set X to a set Y. If ,A  is a cubic subset of X, then 
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Theorem 4.2. An onto homomorphic inverse image of a cubic BOI-ideal is also a Cubic BOI-ideal. 
Proof. Let XXf :  be an onto homomorphism of BOI-algebras, ,B  be a cubic BOI-
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This completes the proof. 
Definition 4.3 (“𝒔𝒖𝒑” and “𝒊𝒏𝒇” properties): 
A cubic subset ,A of 𝑋 has "𝑠𝑢𝑝" and "𝑖𝑛𝑓" properties if for any subset 𝐾 of 𝑋, there exist 











Theorem 4.4. An onto homomorphic image of a cubic BOI-ideal is also a cubic BOI-ideal.  
Proof. Let XXf :  be an onto homomorphism of BOI-algebras 0) , ;( X and )0 , ;( X , 
,A  be a cubic BOI-ideal of X with "𝑠𝑢𝑝" and "𝑖𝑛𝑓" properties and ,B is the image 
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Hence ,B is a cubic BOI-ideal of X  .  
This completes the proof. 
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5. Conclusion and Future Research 
To investigate the structure of an algebraic system, it is clear that BOI-ideal with special properties 
plays an important role. In the present paper, we have applied the notion of the cubic set theory to 
BOI-ideal of BOI-algebra and investigated some of their useful properties. In the future, these 
definitions and fundamental results can be applied to some different algebraic structures. There are 
more topics that could take advantage of cubic BOI-ideal. Like for example cubic intuitionistic 
BOI-ideal of BOI-algebra, cubic fuzzy BOI-ideal of BOI-algebra, and cubic soft BOI-ideal in BOI-
algebra. There are many other aspects which should be explored and studied in the area of BOI-
algebra such as anti-fuzzy BOI-ideal of BOI-algebra, interval-valued fuzzy BOI-ideal of BOI-
algebra, intuitionistic fuzzy BOI-ideal of BOI-algebra, fuzzy soft BOI-ideal of BOI-algebra, bipolar 
fuzzy BOI- ideal of BOI-algebra, doubt intuitionistic fuzzy BOI-ideal of BOI-algebra, fuzzy 
derivations BOI-ideal of BOI-algebra, and interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy BOI-ideal of BOI-
algebra. It is our hope that this work would other foundations for further study of the theory of BOI-
algebra. 
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